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Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe 
 
  
Robert Sobukwe (1924-1978) grew up in Graaff-Reinet, attended Healdtown and graduated in 1949 from 
Fort Hare where he had a distinguished academic record and showed promise as a public speaker. He 
became a teacher in Standerton, and later taught African languages at the University of the 
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. In April 1959 he was elected president of the Pan Africanist Congress at 
its founding. Jailed in the aftermath of the PAC's anti-pass campaign in March 1960, he spent nine years 
in prison, six of them in solitary confinement on Robben Island. After his release he was denied an exit 
permit to take up employment offered to him in the United States.     
 
Following his release from prison in 1969, Sobukwe was restricted to the town of Kimberley, banned 
from meeting with more than one person at a time and from contributing to the preparation of any 
publication. This interview was conducted by Gail M. Gerhart, a graduate student at Columbia 
University, USA. It took place during the mornings of August 8 and 9, 1970, in a rental car on the 
outskirts of Kimberley. Because of police surveillance and Sobukwe's banning order, no notes were made 
until after Sobukwe was no longer present, when the notes below were spoken onto a tape recorder by the 
interviewer. The notes are verbatim only where indicated by quotation marks, and otherwise reflect the 
interviewer's best recollection of what was said.  
 
 
 
WHEN DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED IN POLITICS? 
 
My first awareness of politics was in 1948 at Fort Hare when I took a course in Native Administration. 
This course was taught by Ntloko, and there was a text by Hanley(?). I had always known most of the 
facts as such, for example that Africans had three representatives in Parliament, but up to then I had 
merely accepted these as facts which one had to learn, to memorize, without thinking of their 
implications. During this course I began to realize what the reality was, for example that these white MPs 
had no effect on policy, in spite of the fact that they were eloquent speakers. Ntloko was an AAC [All 
African Convention] man, and the AAC was very influential at Fort Hare in those days. Most of us agreed 
with what the AAC stood for, except we didn't like the fact that they were not African nationalists. The 
[Afrikaner] Nationalists' victory in 1948 helped politicize me. 
 
G. M. Pitje and I started the Youth League at Fort Hare. Pitje was the one who had had a connection with 
the early Youth League in the Transvaal. He was our link. He had known [Anton] Lembede. 
 
DID PITJE GIVE YOU DOCUMENTS DRAWN UP BY THE EARLY YOUTH LEAGUE, OR 
STATEMENTS OF LEMBEDE? 



 
No, we never saw these. We drew up our own documents. It was all conveyed to us through conversation 
and discussion. 
 
DID YOU FAVOR THE EFFORTS IN THE LATE 1940s TO REUNITE THE AAC WITH ANC? 
 
Yes, very strongly. We wanted total unity, though; not a federation. We always felt that federations were 
inherently weak. This was also the case with the Africanists later when [Josias] Madzunya’s group 
wanted to federate with us. We wanted unity, not a federation. 
 
The ideas of the AAC were good, but we knew they could never be counted upon to act. They believed 
that no action could be launched until the people had been "properly educated." Only they could say when 
this had been achieved. We felt this would take forever, and anyway that it was only through action itself 
that the people would come to understand fully the nature of the struggle. 
 
WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE AT THE TIME OF THE 1949 PROGRAM OF ACTION? 
 
The Program of Action was drawn up "at Fort Hare by Pitje and myself." Of course Z. K. Matthews was 
also there and was consulted. Our draft was then taken to the Cape ANC provincial annual conference in 
Queenstown in June 1949 where it was approved by the conference. The province was then under the 
leadership of [Rev. James] Calata and Matthews. Both at Queenstown and at Bloemfontein I spoke in 
favor of the program as we had drafted it. 
 
DID PEOPLE COME TO BLOEMFONTEIN FROM THE TRANSVAAL AND OTHER PROVINCES 
WITH OTHER DRAFTS FOR CONSIDERATION? 
 
Not as far as I can remember. I don’t recall any other versions offered, from the Transvaal or elsewhere. 
The final version adopted was ours, except for one clause which was inserted at Bloemfontein, the clause 
calling for a one-day strike. Ironically, I think Calata proposed this clause. 
 
We went to Bloemfontein from Fort Hare feeling that [ANC president, Dr. A. B.] Xuma was still our 
man. We thought he was a good leader and could be kept if he could be "tied" to a program. He was in the 
habit of acting very independently, on his own judgment. We went there prepared to support him, but 
found to our surprise that the conference rejected him. 
 
WAS THERE OPPOSITION TO THE PROGRAM FROM THE LEFT? 
 
We went to Bloemfontein expecting that they would oppose it, but in fact they didn't oppose it; they 
supported it. 
 
DID YOU FEEL THAT THE 1952 DEFIANCE CAMPAIGN FOLLOWED CORRECTLY FROM THE 
PROGRAM OF ACTION? 
 
No. By this time the Program was already being compromised. The struggle was always to bring the ANC 
back to the Program. During the 1950s it strayed far away. If the Program had been followed we would 
all be living different lives today. Deviation began with the strikes in 1950. These were concocted by the 
left wing. We felt that they had nothing to do with us but were merely protests at the banning of the 
Communist Party. A split was already beginning in our ranks; the Youth League was on the decline. 
Some were going over to the communists. 
 



The main thing we didn’t like about the Defiance Campaign was the leadership role taken by Indians and 
whites. It was a lesson we had learned, that whenever these groups were involved in any action, you had 
the Africans just “taking a back seat,” sitting back and letting these people run things. We felt this had to 
be overcome and that Africans had to learn to take the initiative, to do things for themselves. 
 
I recognized there were some non-Africans who fully identified with us and were prepared to sacrifice, 
but as a matter of principle we couldn't let these people take any part because of the bad psychological 
effect this had on our people. 
 
One reason some Africans welcomed Indian and white support was that as of the time of the Defiance 
Campaign it became clear that campaigns would always end in everyone needing a lawyer and money for 
defense. This increased dependence on non-Africans. 
 
When the split began, we knew that Sisulu had gone over and Mandela had gone over. Tambo, we knew 
“was resisting.” We saw this happening in the Youth League. I myself was national president—no, 
national secretary. Pitje was president. We were elected in December 1949 at the ANC conference. We 
saw this split happening, but we were just too weak to prevent it. 
 
When J. B. Marks ran for President of the Transvaal, we were opposed to him. We backed [R. V.] Selope 
Thema. We knew that if Thema became president, we—the nationalists in the Youth League—would be 
able to use him to promote our line. But Marks was very popular, partly because he was well known from 
the 1946 mine strike, and he won. It didn’t make sense to most people to oppose him simply because he 
was a communist. 
 
WHAT WAS IT ABOUT COMMUNISM THAT ATTRACTED AFRICANS OF YOUR 
GENERATION? 
 
First, it was “the militancy” of communists. They had a press that vigorously aired the grievances of 
Africans, exaggerated them, in fact. just as the Post and the World nowadays exaggerate murder and rape. 
This impressed us. 
 
Secondly, we knew that if someone was a communist it meant he had no color prejudice. He accepted you 
as another human being, this you just knew. A communist would listen and frankly criticize what an 
African said, treating his arguments on merit, showing where they were weak. The liberals were different. 
They never wanted to risk hurting anyone's feelings, so if they were critical of what an African said, 
they'd just keep quiet, and that was no help to anyone. But we knew the communists would never accept 
nationalism, and that is what we held against them. 
 
The split began around 1950, and it centered in a way around the competition between Marks and Thema. 
It was hard for us to attack Marks. The people didn't care that he was a red; he was popular and a good 
speaker. He was a strong leader and a very “hard working” man. 
 
At this time I was in Standerton but I was coming frequently to Johannesburg, as early as 1950. We had 
the Bureau of African Nationalism circulating our ideas. I received the Bureau's sheets from Leballo, and 
I contributed pieces. I don't remember actually meeting Leballo until 1954. Cape people were also 
involved in the Bureau. 
 
By 1950 the Youth League was declining, being absorbed into the ANC, and the split was starting. The 
League no longer had the strength it had had in 1949. You had people like Duma Nokwe who had gone 
over. We knew he was attending communist meetings, of the “Communist youth league.” They were 
operating here and there, and at St. Peter's School. 



 
One issue where we differed strongly with the communists was on the question of boycotting the 
Advisory Boards, parliamentary elections and so on. They opposed the boycott because they were 
sometimes able to get their people elected. This was in direct contradiction to the Program of Action. 
Moretsele, for example, was on an Advisory Board. But we had the people with us on this question. They 
had seen the uselessness of these bodies. But Congress just "dilly-dallied" on the issue. 
 
According to [Ntsu] Mokhehle, the communists have used the same type of technique in Lesotho, tactics 
of infiltration. They've tried to get people into positions of influence, by hard work. 
 
WHY DO YOU THINK SOME AFRICANS WERE ATTRACTED TO THE LEFT WHILE OTHERS 
WEREN'T? WAS IT CIRCUMSTANCES, PERSONALITY. OR WHAT? 
 
It was mainly a matter of "contact" between these people and communists, in Johannesburg. Firstly, there 
was the appeal of communist philosophy; it's a doctrine that no one can object to philosophically. It's for 
the poor, it's against wealth, it's for equality. No one can quarrel with the kind of society communism 
holds out in theory. We ourselves didn't so much oppose communist philosophy, but we could see in the 
states that were communist that the ideal couldn't be put into practice, in Russia and China. First you had 
the party—supposedly the dictatorship of the proletariat, but really the dictatorship of the party. 
Eventually, as with Stalin, this became the dictatorship of the leader, one man. We could see this was the 
case. Milovan Djilas confirms it in his book, The New Class. 
 
But it was hard to object to the principles of communism in the abstract. Once a person was invited to the 
homes of these white communists, he couldn't then raise any objections to communist practice, in Russia 
for example, because it would have seemed impolite or irrelevant. Such Africans got to know these whites 
as friends, and participated in their discussions. And one could always be sure that these whites were 
unprejudiced, and ready to accept Africans on their individual merits. This was the immediate thing; the 
reality of Russia was far away. 
 
WHEN YOU WERE AT WITS, YOU AND OTHER AFRICANISTS HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
ACCEPT SUCH INVITATIONS. WHY DIDN'T YOU? 
 
We had already seen too many people corrupted; we had their example to learn from. It began as early as 
1950. So we declined the invitations, and eventually our sympathies became known and we weren't 
invited anymore. We were shocked at what had happened to staunch fellows like Mandela, who were so 
opposed to communism at first. He just went over. We felt he "lacked backbone." In the case of Sisulu, 
everyone could see what had happened. While he was secretary-general, there was one period of about six 
months when the ANC was so poor that the phone and electricity were cut off in the office. These 
communists from the Indian Congress—[Yusuf] Dadoo and [Yusuf] Cachalia—came and supplied the 
ANC and Sisulu with money. Also Sisulu's business was in trouble. You couldn't blame him for being 
grateful to these men. Sisulu even said this openly himself to us, that what else could he do? 
 
DID YOU CONSIDER SISULU AN INTELLIGENT MAN? 
 
Well, I don't think so really. He was very hard-working and devoted to the ANC, but he lacked education, 
and this made him defer to the opinions of more educated people. When he got into discussions with more 
educated people, he would usually just accept their judgments. Mandela was one man I never really knew 
personally until I was already in prison. We were never friendly, although I had heard him address 
meetings and had met him. He is a very "arrogant" man. He lacks a common touch. I remember him at 
one meeting around the time of the Defiance Campaign. People had gone there still undecided if they 
were going to participate. Mandela got up and said very peremptorily, "All those with us, come forward; 



all others get out." And most people just got out. They were put off by his manner. Mandela was strong 
among the leaders, although we always recognized Tambo as superior in intelligence. Mandela had a way 
of attacking people very viciously if they disagreed with him, and were a "smaller" person than himself. 
He could reduce them to a "shriveling" mass, then he would "pat them on the head and draw them to 
him," and thereafter they would be his men, always deferring to him, looking up to him. If he came across 
any man who wouldn't look up and defer to him and acknowledge his superiority (e.g. myself, implied) 
then he wouldn't have anything to do with that person. Mandela could always attract weak people; but he 
could never get on with another strong person. In any relationship, he had to dominate. But he was an 
engaging person. He could always crack a joke, make you laugh; he always had a story to tell. But I was 
never friendly with him. 
 
Tambo was closer to our point of view, but his loyalty to the ANC was just too strong. Of course he 
already had a high position in the ANC, from the earliest days, so he felt obliged to defend it. Tambo and 
Mandela never got on well together. Tambo is a much quieter man, but very intelligent. 
 
IS IT TRUE THAT MANDELA WAS BETRAYED BY THE COMMUNISTS BECAUSE HE CAME 
BACK FROM HIS AFRICA TOUR REJECTING MULTIRACIALISM? 
 
We could never get a straight answer out of him in prison about this. We did get the idea he had had some 
falling out with "Ruth First and that group". He was very impressed by what he saw in Africa. He met 
Oginga Odinga and was impressed by him; he met Kenyatta, waving his flywhisk. These people affected 
him more than the white leaders he had met. But it was clear that Mandela was a Maoist. We got to know 
this in prison. I don't know if he finds Mao especially appealing because he is a nonwhite. Mandela was 
very well read up on Mao. In a sense, though, he is really a Titoist, that is he believes in some 
reconciliation of communism and national peculiarities. Philosophically, Mandela has always been an 
"opportunist," going from one theory to the next, taking out what seemed most likely to be impressive to 
other people, most likely to boost his own prestige. Oddly, he also showed tendencies in jail of being a 
tribalist. He used to wear a .............(some article of Xhosa attire?) We used to criticize him for this. 
 
WHAT DID YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAID THAT ALL COMMUNISTS IN S. AFRICA WERE 
“QUACKS?” 
 
I meant that they were only intellectual communists. The type of lives they led—the whites and Indians—
precluded their being considered practicing communists. They had too many privileges. They were 
wealthy and they used and enjoyed their wealth. And deep down they actually believed in the 
perpetuation of these inequalities. Communists in South Africa "have never been really revolutionary." 
They are merely communists and revolutionaries intellectually. They were always well-read on 
communist theory and literature, and could recite it back at great length. But none of them were willing to 
materially come down to our level, or to accept the possibility that roles might someday be reversed. 
 
WOULD MOST COMMUNISTS HAVE BEEN WILLING TO ACCEPT AN AFRICAN 
GOVERNMENT? 
 
No, they would have always opposed it, opposed any nationalistic government. We Africanists made a 
point of reading Lenin and Marx to learn the vocabulary of communism. Then we used their terminology 
to support our own arguments. This had a way of really disarming them. 
 
WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE IN THE DEFIANCE CAMPAIGN? 
 
I had spoken publicly in its favor. Once Tambo came to Standerton and we addressed a meeting together. 
"I didn't launch." We had received instructions from Johannesburg to wait and we were about to launch 



within a few weeks at the time when the Campaign was called off. I had in the meantime been dismissed 
from my post for speaking out. The campaign was called off because the leaders got cold feet. When 
these laws were passed, it became clear that they weren't actually prepared to make sacrifices. 
 
WHEN YOU FIRST CAME TO JOHANNESBURG FROM STANDERTON, DID YOU WANT TO 
GET INVOLVED IN POLITICS? 
 
When I got to Johannesburg I met PK [Leballo] and his group. I felt that we were up against strong forces 
and we shouldn't make ourselves targets until we had built our strength. PK was already getting expelled 
and so forth. I didn't want to get expelled. But "PK was a fighter!" (said with admiration). He was always 
for barging ahead. He could never hold his tongue when he was provoked. 
 
This group had begun The Africanist and they invited me to be the editor. Peter Molotsi had been the 
editor up to then. In trying to put our point of view across in Congress we were very frustrated because of 
the leadership situation in the ANC. By this time the real leaders were banned and couldn't speak openly. 
Therefore we couldn't directly attack them personally, and there was no way they could personally reply 
to us in public. We knew. however, that it was they who were responsible for the course of events in the 
ANC. While these banned men were behind the scenes, men of much lesser caliber—total "fools"—were 
actually in the leadership positions in Congress. We had no respect for any of these people; yet there was 
no point in personally attacking them, because they were simply carrying out instructions from the banned 
leaders, saying what they'd been told to say by the big boys. They tended to be dogmatic and there was no 
point in trying to engage them in argument. Our tactics in the face of this were to try to use every meeting 
and conference to speak directly to the people, to "hammer home" our "line" with all the persuasiveness 
we could. Pretty soon they got wise to this and began to exclude us from conferences. 
 
But we were up against a situation that has always existed in South Africa, namely that the masses will 
automatically follow a leader or organization that they have a loyalty to, without thinking about the 
wisdom or weakness of particular policies they are told to support. This is particularly true of the women. 
Oh, the women! 
 
“We knew that our numbers were small” and that it would be hard to put our views across. I was ANC 
chairman in Mofolo [in Soweto], and their tactic there was to have their own man with a rival branch, and 
when conferences came they would recognize him as a delegate instead of me. 
 
We didn't put much faith in [ANC president Albert] Lutuli. He was a gentle old man, but he didn't have 
much political sense. He was politically naïve. I don't suppose there was ever a speech of Lutuli's 
delivered at a conference that was in the original form in which Lutuli had drafted it. Leaders like 
Mandela had a "cynical" attitude to Lutuli. 
 
At one ANC annual conference—probably 1955 where the Freedom Charter was debated—there was a 
violent fracas. Calata was presiding. The Charter was finally shelved on the grounds that it was contrary 
to the constitution of the ANC to adopt it. They postponed it and then called a special conference the 
following April to adopt it. The conference was actually meant to consider another issue—passes for 
women—but this wasn't discussed. People were just brought there to ratify the Charter. 
 
The people running the ANC by this time were a very mediocre lot. One couldn't engage them in 
argument because they didn't themselves understand the policies they were supposed to defend. Just as in 
the earlier days, we felt the ANC was only reacting to moves made by the government. It had abandoned 
the Program of 1949 altogether. Our aim was always to bring the ANC back to the Program of Action. 
We would be living different lives today if the ANC had stuck to that Program. 
 



DO YOU THINK THERE WAS ANY ELEMENT OF CYNICISM IN THE ANC REGARDING THE 
ALLIANCE? A BELIEF THAT IT WAS TACTICALLY WISE, PRACTICAL IN TERMS OF 
GETTING MONEY AND ORGANIZATIONAL HELP? (WHILE LEADERS WERE ACTUALLY 
NATIONALISTS AT HEART) 
 
No, they were actually convinced of the correctness of multiracialism. 
 
WAS THE FREEDOM CHARTER ATTACKED MORE AS A SYMBOL OF THE ALLIANCE OR 
BECAUSE OF WHAT IT ACTUALLY SAID? 
 
We objected to the whole thing. Raboroko wrote an excellent rebuttal to it, emphasizing the impossibility 
of whites and Africans being considered "brothers" in South Africa. We knew that every white person—
no matter how sympathetic he was to us—benefited from the South African set-up. and enjoyed privileges 
based only on color. Whites would say to us, "What can I do? Give up my salary? My house?" And what 
could we say to them? We had no answer for them, but we knew they could never be seen apart from the 
material situation. 
 
The Freedom Charter said something ridiculous about how the land has been taken from us, we blacks 
and whites together. But how could they try to avoid the issue of whose land had been taken by whom? 
They were trying to gloss it over. 
 
Sometimes when I discussed these problems with Benjie [Pogrund] and Patrick Duncan [anti-communist 
white sympathizers] we tried to come up with another word, some new term that would crystallize the 
idea of non-racialism as opposed to multiracialism. We could never think of a good word, other than 
"nonracialism" itself. We hated the word “multiracialism.” 
 
We knew that the Freedom Charter wasn't actually drafted at the Congress of the People. It had been 
drafted by “Slovo and his circle.” People just arrived there and found the thing already printed up. 
 
WHY DID YOU BELIEVE THE AFRICANISTS WOULD BE ABLE TO PREVAIL EVENTUALLY? 
 
We thought this for a long time. At the time I came to Johannesburg there was still no feeling that there 
might have to be a break and a separate movement. 
 
Another thing about the ANC that we objected to strongly was the Consultative Committee [of the 
Congress Alliance] with its system of representation. Only two from the ANC and two from each of the 
other, much smaller, groups. In any arrangement like this we knew the ANC would be taking a back seat 
even though it represented millions. 
 
WHY DID THE AFRICANISTS TRY TO RUN MADZUNYA FOR TRANSVAAL PRESIDENT IN 
1958? 
 
I don't recall the exact sequence of events here. Madzunya was never part of the inner group in the 
Africanist movement. He had a following of his own. He had been important at the time of the 1957 bus 
boycott in Alexandra, and he was a critic of the ANC. He wanted to be with us. But he was 
uncontrollable, like a “wild steer.” He was actually backed for this election by an odd collection of people 
like the late P. Q. Vundla and [journalist] B. Legwate, people who sympathized with us but were only on 
the periphery of our movement. We didn't accept them as members, but they suggested that Madzunya 
run, and we thought he could be “used.” We thought we could let him draw the fire of the enemy, and use 
him to test our strength. 
 



Madzunya was not an educated man. He probably didn’t grasp the full import of our philosophy. His 
thinking was rather “primitive”—he wanted to put spears and shields on our flag! (laughter). He didn't 
trust middle class educated people like the rest of us. He said such people would never be able to suffer 
and sacrifice. 
 
WHAT WAS MDA'S POSITION DURING THIS TIME? 
 
Mda was one man we have always admired for his "brilliance" and clarity of thought. He has a great gift 
for language, a way of using words to express ideas with complete clarity, He can “untie mental knots.” 
One could go to him with any problem, and he would analyze it for you, untie it. We tended to always 
accept his advice on any subject. Compared to Mda, all of us were “political babies.” He had been around 
much longer. He had more knowledge of the South African situation than anyone. He had read very 
widely. He knew much more about communism than we did, for example. We could always go to him 
and get a clear "analysis of the situation." That was his great strength. He could also advise on action and 
organization. He advised us to organize secretly, through cells, to "build up our strength before coming 
out in the open." He was very much influenced by the writings of Lenin. 
 
DID HE ACTUALLY CITE LENIN? 
 
Yes. We were always amused at how he could oppose communism so strongly, yet use the principles of 
Marxism to prove his case for nationalism (laughter). In the fights with the AAC [All African 
Convention] it was always AP who could outline to us the line of argument. I first met him when I was at 
Fort Hare. 
 
But AP was bitterly against the breakaway. He told us how all the other breakaways had failed—[Paul] 
Mosaka's ADP [African Democratic Party] and so on. He also disagreed with us when we decided to 
launch. He wrote me a critical letter, saying that our view of the situation was too "apocalyptic." In the 
days of the Africanist movement our nationalism was mainly "emotional." We needed AP to help us 
intellectually to work out our position. [NB he later uses identical terms to explain his own position vis-à-
vis Leballo in 1954-55]. 
 
MANY PEOPLE SEEMED TO HAVE HERO-WORSHIPPED MDA. DID YOU SHARE THIS 
FEELING TOWARD HIM? 
 
This was certainly the case. Even PK felt this way toward Mda. Myself? Well, I don't know. 
 
AP is a great student of revolution. At our conference of September 1959 he kept pointing out how Mao 
hadn't done such and such a thing in China. 
 
Around the time of the break I was going down to the Cape—was I going to Grahamstown to work on my 
riddles?—and I went by Engcobo to look for Mda. I forget who was accompanying me. We didn't find 
him home. I don't recall exactly when this was. But we decided we would just have to go ahead with what 
we were doing without consulting him. Even PK said this, and he was a great admirer of Mda. But AP 
wrote us to say he disapproved of the break. 
 
HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT THE FACT THAT BY 1959 PATHS HAD DIVERGED WITH MDA? 
 
I suppose we regretted it, but by this time the situation had changed. The younger men didn't know AP; he 
wasn't widely known. He was only known to the early Youth League men. So it wasn't so widely 
discussed. We knew AP was busy doing his law, and that physically he was not strong. And we knew that 
he himself would never go to jail. 



 
DID YOU FEEL HE WAS OUT  OF  DATE? OUT  OF  TOUCH? 
 
Yes. We just had to go ahead without him. We still respected him, but his opinion wasn't sacrosanct any 
longer. We still saw him as the repository of our ideas. 
 
I think it was 1957 when I went to Engcobo to look for AP. In September 1959 we got him to attend our 
NEC [National Executive Committee] meeting in Bloemfontein. He was quite impressed with our success 
at that time, even though we didn't yet have the 100,000 members we had predicted. He was impressed 
with the success of our Inaugural Conference. He didn't attend that, but he was in Johannesburg at the 
time. He gave us a wonderful talk that night at Bloemfontein on organization. AP had a power over 
words. He could manipulate words so that they said more than just their surface meaning. Like the slogan 
of the Youth League—Africa for Africans, Africans for humanity, humanity for God. 
 
WHO FORMULATED THE LATER SLOGAN THAT ANYONE WHO OWED HIS FIRST LOYALTY 
TO AFRICA AND ACCEPTED THE RULE OF AN AFRICAN MAJORITY WOULD BE 
CONSIDERED AN AFRICAN? WAS THE AMBIGUITY OF THIS INTENTIONAL? 
 
I suppose it was (laughter). This came from the earlier Youth League slogan, from the first clause of it—
Africa for the Africans. That was the part that had always received all the attention. This was our 
formulation. 
 
YOURS? 
 
Yes. It was so funny, because by this time Benjie and I were already friends, and he used to really get 
after me about this one. Also the late Patrick Duncan. They argued that you couldn't promote exclusivism 
then hope that tomorrow the people you had organized exclusively would turn around and begin 
recognizing these other non-Africans as Africans. I could see this argument, but I still felt that history 
would bear us out and that we were choosing the correct course. 
 
We knew many people agreed with us. When we were setting up the PAC, we tried to persuade [Z. K.] 
Matthews, for example, to come with us. But we couldn't get anywhere with him. He was too much an 
ANC man, although we knew he agreed with a lot of what we were saying. [This a little wistfully as 
though they'd been disappointed or hurt by Matthews' reaction.] But regardless of what our strength was, 
we had to stand on our principles. 
 
I know it is true that there were times when we simply were not clear in our own minds of how to deal 
with the situation. (These are not the exact words; but the idea was definitely expressed). This is why 
sometimes our slogans were misunderstood or ambiguous. This perhaps reflected confusion in my own 
thinking, but I was always certain of certain basic principles. 
 
It was hard to fight an established organization like the ANC. I can remember when I gave a speech at 
Fort Hare in 1948 to the graduates, I told them to always make politics part of their lives. I said if you're a 
doctor, don't just treat the patient for his physical ailment, also send him down to join the ANC. If you're 
a teacher and you see your children coming to school nearly naked in winter, tell yourself, and tell the 
parents, what the cause of that is. Link it to politics. This was the kind of spirit we had in those days. 
 
Being up against the ANC was like being up against a church. It was like a religion to its followers. Your 
father had belonged, so you belonged. People like Z. K. Matthews knew the appeal of the ANC in this 
way, and would never leave it. It had the tradition and aura of a church. 
 



In the days of the early Africanist movement we had cells in the Rand area, East London. We were weak 
in Natal because the ANC was very strong there; we were weak in PE, weak in the Western Cape. 
 
When we got to PE on our tour in 1960, you could only whisper that you were there from PAC (laughter) 
because the ANC was so strong there. You were more afraid of the ANC than of the police in PE! It was 
like a religion, and religion was strong there too. Cape Town had no organization at all. We felt strongly 
that if we could build our strength in the Transvaal, then other things would follow. 
 
By the time of the break. I had accepted the necessity of it and the fact that we weren't going to be able to 
capture the ANC. Our numbers were too small, and their methods were too successful. One reason we 
couldn't make direct attacks on the banned leaders in the late 1950's was that we had to uphold the slogan 
of "We stand by our leaders" in the Treason Trial. You just couldn't attack them while that was going on. 
 
Tambo felt that some opposition within Congress wasn't necessarily a bad thing. He didn't favor expelling 
the Africanists. All this time that the ANC was making these unwise moves in the 1950's, the Africanists 
were the only ones willing to speak up frankly and criticize. Once we were out, there was no one left 
inside to criticize or question. 
 
WHEN YOU CAME TO JOHANNESBURG IN LATE 1954 WERE YOUR IDEAS ANY DIFFERENT 
THAN THEY HAD BEEN IN 1949? HAD YOU REJECTED ANYTHING, e.g. FROM LEMBEDE'S 
PHILOSOPHY, OR ADDED ANYTHING? 
 
No, I hadn't rejected anything. But I was hesitant to draw attention to myself as a critic of the ANC. 
 
CAN YOU TRACE THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR OWN ATTITUDE TOWARDS PERSONAL 
INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICS? 
 
At the time I first came to Johannesburg, I still didn't see myself as an activist particularly, not of the 
Leballo-type anyway. I saw myself more as an intellectual who could help back up this movement and 
give it some theoretical strength. PK and his group were “mainly emotional” in their nationalism; they 
needed firmer theory, more "academic" grounding. The articles that were appearing in the Africanist were 
a bit wild and diffuse, without much educational value. I felt that in at least every issue there should be 
one educational article, explaining the nature of the struggle to our people. So I was offered the editorship 
by PK and I was glad to take it up. I saw this as a way I could make my contribution, and also stay behind 
the scenes. But as soon as I became the editor, naturally the critics singled me out for attack. I became 
openly identified as an Africanist. I was never hesitant to take part, but unlike PK, I believed we should 
build our strength before inviting such open attack. I wasn't hesitant to participate. I was so very critical 
of the ANC, and believed so strongly in what we stood for. 
 
I’VE BEEN TOLD THAT LEBALLO THOUGHT YOUR FAMILY LIFE HELD YOU BACK FROM 
FULL-TIME POLITICAL WORK. 
 
No. Leballo would say this because we have different views of our wives. Zeph Mothopeng and I 
believed in treating our wives like other human beings, devoting time to them. Leballo believed his wife 
was just there to feed him, mind the children, etc. He gave every minute of his time to politics. I can 
believe that PK spoke about "petticoat government." 
 
I can remember in my days at Fort Hare Pitje and I considered this problem, and we took a vow that we 
would never marry because it would interfere with fulfilling our political tasks. Pitje was the first to break 
that vow! (laughter) My family life didn't conflict, but my job sometimes did. When these stay-at-homes 
were called, what could I do? The professors and students were there waiting for me, but naturally I 



couldn't be seen boarding the train in Mofolo. So I'd always have to make up some excuse of why I 
couldn't go to work or couldn't stay home. 
 
IS IT TRUE YOU FAVORED OPENING MEMBERSHIP IN PAC TO POORER INDIANS? 
 
This is true, but the others just wouldn't accept it. There were a lot of very poor Indian workers. They 
didn't come to South Africa of their own free will, they have no other home, they were themselves 
exploited, and there was no way in which they exploited Africans, unlike the Indian merchant class. The 
merchant class is prejudiced against Africans, and they are oppressors. Of course, we considered the 
coloureds as Africans. AB [Ngcobo] was so strongly against this thing of including Indians! 
 
HYPOTHETICALLY SPEAKING, IF PAC HAD COME TO POWER AND THEN FOUND THAT 
INDIANS PERSISTED IN PRESERVING THEIR OWN ETHNIC SUBCULTURE INSTEAD OF 
IDENTIFYING WITH AFRICANS, WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE? 
 
I wouldn't have been bothered by this, because I know that such changes take time. People would have 
been allowed their own customs, foods, and so forth. But we would have legislated against all racial 
discrimination—in housing, schools, everywhere. Eventually barriers would break down, with children 
going to school together and people living together. There would be "black spots" in white areas at first, 
and gradually merging would take place. Some Africans would move to Hillbrow; "Benjie would move to 
Soweto" (laughter). Of course there would be people who would cling to their prejudices. We would have 
to be patient. 
 
I think [President Richard] Nixon is right in saying that children shouldn't be bused to force integration. 
This is going too far. You couldn't pass a law that a white man, for example, had to carry Africans in his 
car. You would, I think, at first also have to allow whites to maintain exclusive clubs if they wanted to. It 
would all take time. But you would immediately do away with all discriminatory laws. I am critical of 
what the Kenyans have done to the Asians there. If we had succeeded in bringing change I know we 
would have found, even in the first generation of Indians and whites, that there were people willing to 
come in with us wholeheartedly. We would have accepted them fully, as equals, as Africans with us. We 
would have "absorbed" them immediately. Others would come in more gradually. 
 
TO WHAT EXTENT IS IT TRUE THAT PAC BELIEVED IN VIOLENCE OR REJECTED 
NONVIOLENCE? 
 
We didn't have any faith in nonviolence, passive resistance, because the penalties had become too high. 
People were unwilling to engage in it, and it was no longer a useful technique. We did, however, believe 
in the potential power of massive "non-collaboration." Philosophically, we didn't hold to nonviolence. Is 
it [W. E. B.] DuBois who said that there are three types of beliefs about violence? One is the communist 
one, that no change can be accomplished without violence. The second is the pacifists' view that violence 
is never justified, no matter what. And the third, which was our view, was that violence might sometimes 
be necessary and couldn't be ruled out altogether. I didn't think in I960 that we were in any position to 
launch violence, or that our people were prepared for it. 
 
Passive resistance, we felt. could only succeed in more advanced "modern" countries, where 
demonstrations have been shown to bring results. In the US, for instance, I am critical of black radicals 
who have gone beyond the use of nonviolent methods. 
 
After all, protest is legal in the United States, and brings results. Why go beyond it? This isn't justified. 
But in South Africa, the use of passive resistance has been ruled out by the harshness of the laws against 
it. Students can't even stage a march without being penalized. Other means then become legitimate. I 



think I came to this conclusion only after going to prison. It is not true to say that PAC promoted 
violence. We always stressed nonviolence. We urged the police not to provoke violence by mumbling 
orders like "disperse in three minutes." Philosophically, we were not in favor of taking lives. We thought 
we could win by means that fell short of this. 
 
WHEN YOU SAID “WE ARE READY TO DIE FOR OUR FREEDOM, BUT WE ARE NOT YET 
READY TO KILL.” DID YOU MEAN NOT READY PHILOSOPHICALLY, OR DID THIS HAVE 
THE DOUBLE MEANING OF “WE DO NOT YET POSSESS THE MEANS OF KILLING”? 
 
(laughter) I know what you mean. I think I meant philosophically we weren't ready. We knew if there was 
violence it would only work against our cause. We believed that if we followed our plan, with the leaders 
in front, with sincerity, conviction, and strength, that the power of our example would be enough to 
mobilize the masses to action, to non-collaboration. (He acknowledged that the distinction between 
nonviolence and non-collaboration was vague here, but we didn't pursue it.) 
 
We believed that Africans could eventually succeed if they could break their psychological dependence 
on whites and non-African leadership. An example of African dependence on whites was one incident at 
Newclare when there was a women's demonstration against passes. We went there to try to persuade the 
police to grant bail for the women. Because we were Africans, the police just told us to voetsek [scram]. 
Then a certain white arrived on the scene, a man named Vincent Swart. He had started some small 
organization for African rights. Because he was white, the police agreed to talk to him, and naturally the 
friends and relatives of the women there just "flocked" to this man, pleading with him to help with bail. 
 
We always opposed the participation of whites in any kind of action because we wanted to get the point 
across to our people that by their own efforts—and by these alone—change could be brought about. It 
was a psychological thing. When the pass laws actually were suspended and Africans had the sensation 
for those few days of not living in fear, we knew this would have a big psychological impact. People 
could see this had been done solely by African effort. Of course, I wasn't allowed to see newspapers 
during this time, so I wasn't able to follow developments closely. I did know there was undisciplined 
violence in the Transvaal. This was because the leaders were locked up. 
 
WHAT DID YOU SAY TO YOUNG MEN WHO DEMANDED THEY BE GIVEN A CHANCE TO 
FIGHT THE WHITES? 
 
This question never really came up, because right from the beginning we had promised action, we had 
told people that passes were to be the target, the leaders were going to be in front, and that this was how 
we were going to do it. This would be sufficient to bring us victory. We always stressed publicly that we 
were nonviolent. After all, we had a responsibility to protect our followers from the consequences of 
possible violence, retaliation from the authorities. 
 
I myself never favored the idea of anyone being killed. I sincerely believed that determined non-
collaboration could do the job, since the whole system, the whole economy, rests on the cooperation of 
our people. In prison I revised my views in that regard, however. Now that the penalties, even for passive 
resistance, are so high, up to three years, we can no longer ask our people to engage in this kind of action. 
The return is too small. 
 
We believed at the time of our campaign that a determined lead from us would bring success. Ordinary 
Africans—like Madzunya's followers—didn’t believe that we were prepared to suffer. We thought that, 
just as in the ANC where the people were willing to follow the leaders almost blindly, in our case they 
would also follow when we had given the example. The government was always hammering on this 



point—that the big leaders called people into action, then let them go to jail and suffer while they stayed 
outside "riding around in big cars." 
 
WERE THERE EVER DIVISIONS IN THE NATIONAL WORKING COMMITTEE OVER MATTERS 
OF POLICY, FOR EXAMPLE, OVER THE DECISION TO LAUNCH? 
 
No, everyone was in agreement over the launching. 
 
THERE ARE VARIOUS THEORIES ABOUT THE LAUNCHING. ONE THEORY IS [JORDAN] 
NGUBANE'S, THAT YOU WERE PRESSURED INTO IT BY THE OTHERS. 
 
I have read Ngubane's book [An African Explains Apartheid], and that man has some very strange ideas. 
What he says is not true on this. Ngubane made us believe that he was with us and he had offered to get 
our three circulars printed for us in Durban, at an Indian press there. We just had no money, and so we 
agreed. The first leaflet was the alert, the second was the one telling people to save food, save money; 
then the last one. Our original plan was to launch in January, as soon as we got back from our tour of the 
Cape. I hadn't gone back to my job at Wits because I expected the launching to be soon. Ngubane had 
promised to have the circulars ready. I don't exactly recall the sequence of events. PK and JD [Nyaose] 
and I went to Durban to see to this printing, before we set out on the tour of the Cape. We met with 
Ngubane. AB [Ngcobo] wasn't there because he and Ngubane weren't on speaking terms. We asked 
Ngubane why these things hadn't been sent to us. He took us to meet the Indian editor of his paper [Indian 
Opinion], I don't recall his name, but it wasn't Manilal Gandhi. It was funny, us all sitting there when we 
were supposed to be so anti-Indian! (laughter) We had a long discussion, and we tried to press him with 
the seriousness of our intentions. Ngubane wasn't convinced by our arguments. We left, and later I wired 
him to urge him to send the circulars. He replied with a long letter saying he just couldn't provide them. 
This was really our undoing. There was no going back. I told Ngubane we were going ahead whether we 
had the leaflets or not. Ngubane's letter said he thought the campaign was unwise. About this time I also 
had a letter from AP saying the same thing. 
 
WAS NGUBANE IN TOUCH WITH MDA? 
 
I think so, but I'm not certain. So we proceeded with our tour. I was very impressed with our following in 
Cape Town. I knew Cape Town would respond well to the call. You had the men there living in bachelor 
quarters. Some reliable source said the ratio of men to women there was 25 to 1. People’s grievances were 
very strong in Cape Town. I also knew we could be sure of Sharpeville. 
 
WHY? 
 
People there had some local grievances, especially against the location superintendent. The leaders there 
had assured me that the people were ready; we had nothing to worry about there. They could have 
launched with success in January, even though demonstrations were forbidden there. 
 
Ngubane really let us down. Boys had come up from Cape Town to get the circulars, and we just had to 
send them home empty-handed. We gave them a sample and told them to make their own. We sent a 
model to East London and told them to make their own, also PE. 
 
HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE DATE FOR THE LAUNCHING? 
 
The main thing was that the ANC was about to launch its own pass campaign. We knew this would be 
another three-day affair, the people's energies would be exhausted, and we would be unable to act. So we 



had to launch first; that was the main thing. We would have launched earlier if we had gotten the 
circulars. We had promised the people that they were going to get action. 
 
The response was poor in Johannesburg the day of the launching because of the lack of the leaflets. Also, 
Johannesburg has often lacked militancy, partly because the city administration there has always been 
relatively progressive. Africans in Johannesburg are less idealistic, more materially-oriented also. 
 
IF THE LAUNCHING HAD RESULTED IN WIDESPREAD CHAOS AND VIOLENCE. DO YOU 
THINK PROGRESS WOULD HAVE BEEN MADE? 
 
No, I was against this. That is why I told the police not to provoke the people by giving impossible orders, 
like disperse in three minutes. Privately, on the Cape tour and at other times in preparing for the 
campaign, I had told leaders that if the police ordered crowds to disperse, then they should be ordered by 
the leaders to disperse. 
 
DO YOU THINK THE LEADERS IN CAPE TOWN ACTED CORRECTLY, THEN, AT THE TIME 
OF THE BIG MARCH? 
 
Yes, I do. They were carrying out the orders which I had given. Naturally I hadn't made it public that if 
police told us to disperse, we were going to disperse. That would have undermined the people's 
confidence. But I had ordered this privately. In Cape Town, had I been there, I would have done the same 
thing. 
 
Perhaps Ngubane acted the way he did because he was resentful that we had rejected his advice. 
Something made him vindictive, and I think that is why he printed in his book that thing about my appeal. 
This was unfair. He wasn't in a position to appreciate the circumstances. The police had divided us into 
two groups: the followers and the leaders, who were tried separately in a batch of 22. Some of the men 
included in this leaders’ group—people like Lennox Mlonzi and Rosette Ndziba—objected to their being 
included as leaders. They wanted to be in the other group. They felt that with us their sentences were 
going to be too heavy. So they wanted to appeal; perhaps a majority in our group wanted to. Then I 
consulted Joe Slovo, and he advised me that it would be impossible for only part of the group to appeal, 
since we had all been tried together. It was all or nothing, So I agreed, but only on condition that the 
appeal was on the merits of the case, not merely against the severity of the sentences. I had been in favor 
originally of dividing us into leaders and non-leaders because I had hoped they would only sentence the 
leaders and let the rest go free. They would have been able to carry on the campaign outside. 
 
DO YOU THINK PK OR THE OTHERS MISLED YOU ABOUT THE PREPAREDNESS OF THE 
PEOPLE? 
 
No. PK and I always worked very closely together, and I knew everything he knew. There was no 
question of my being deceived. Everyone knew that PK always exaggerated. "He would add a naught to 
every figure." If there were 25 people at a meeting, PK would come and tell you there were 250. But we 
always knew to allow for this (laughter). 
 
WHAT WAS THE BASIC STRATEGY OF THE PASS CAMPAIGN? HOW DID YOU ENVISION 
THE "UNFOLDING" STAGES? 
 
By filling the jails we believed we could bring the economy to a halt. If the defiance had gone on and on, 
eventually they would have been forced to negotiate with us. The women were told to stay home, to keep 
things going while the men—the backbone of the economy—went to jail. Eventually we thought the 



women would join too. We believed the people were ready, if a clear lead was given. They would see that 
we were ready to give up jobs—good jobs, too—and they would be convinced by our example. 
 
IF IT HAD COME TO NEGOTIATIONS, WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DEMANDED? 
 
Firstly, the things we had specified in our propaganda—the abolition of the pass laws and the minimum 
wage of one £ a day. The whole system of control is built on the pass laws, so this is crucial. 
 
WHAT WOULD HAVE COME NEXT? 
 
Well, probably the next thing would have been the vote. I was prepared to acknowledge that this would 
take time. I would actually have accepted a qualified franchise, as long as it was equal for all races. This 
would have been hard for them, perhaps impossible, because it would have disqualified some white 
voters. But the vote would have been next. 
 
DO YOU THINK THE HIGH MORALE OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE EVER CLOUDED 
ANYONE'S EVALUATION OF POLITICAL REALITY? 
 
I wouldn't say so. Except for PK, they were a rather "cautious" lot. It was a "strange" group. They were 
always raising reasons why something or other couldn't be done. PK was always optimistic about success, 
but the rest were cautious. 
 
IN PLANNING THE CAMPAIGN, DID YOU DISCUSS ANY LESSONS OF THE 1952 DEFIANCE 
CAMPAIGN? 
 
Yes, definitely, at length. We felt the Defiance Campaign had failed because the leaders had let the people 
down by calling the thing off when the going got rough for them personally. They engaged lawyers, 
particularly [ANC president Dr. James] Moroka. And we saw that these new laws—the Public Safety Act. 
etc.—were a threat to their interests. The campaign was still going strong, and the people were prepared 
to continue, but it was the leaders who backed down. That was the lesson of the Defiance Campaign—
failure of the leaders. So we knew we weren't going to repeat this error; that is why we asserted the slogan 
of "no bail, no defense, no fine"—to convince the people that we were serious this time. 
 
DID YOU OR YOUR MEN EVER REFER TO THE PROPOSED ACTION AS "REVOLUTION" IN 
THE LITERAL SENSE? 
 
No, not among the leadership. Remember when the campaign was launched, there was massive support in 
Cape Town and then rioting in Johannesburg. The police were paralyzed. They just didn't know what to 
do for a while. The pass laws were suspended. 
 
WHO DID YOU CONSIDER THE STRONGEST MEMBERS OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE? 
 
The hardest worker was always PK. For all his weaknesses, this was one man I always liked. One had to 
admire his energy, his ability. I had confidence in him, and I relied on him heavily. He was always ready 
to sacrifice everything he had for our movement. More than anyone else, he was always willing to put the 
party's interests above his own. 
 
DO YOU THINK HE EVER FANCIED THAT HE SHOULD BE PRESIDENT INSTEAD OF YOU? 
 
No. I'm sure he didn't. PK is not such a highly educated man, not as much as others in our group. He 
knew these limits. He was very happy to be secretary; he never saw himself as number one. Nana 



[Mahomo] hated him though. Nana even opposed his becoming secretary. One of PK's weaknesses was a 
tendency to try to build up a personal following. The others criticized him for this. There was conflict 
whenever Nana was around. 
 
PK also tended to always pick out one person that he didn't like. In the Working Committee he picked 
Ngendane as his target. If Ngendane said something was white, "PK would feel constrained to argue that 
it was black." Ngendane was a “playboy,” a fancy dresser. He often was absent from Working Committee 
meetings, or he would come and have his girlfriend waiting outside. It was only later when I got to know 
him much better in prison that I myself began to appreciate the quality of Ngendane's mind, and the 
sincerity of his devotion to our cause. 
 
One of Leballo's strengths was that there could never be any doubt that he was prepared to suffer, 
prepared to go to jail. He was a "fire-eater." He raised money and he never spent a penny on himself. I 
had to give money to "the wife" because PK wouldn't give her money for food. He put everything he had 
into the organization. This is why I can hardly believe the stories of PK "squandering money" on the 
outside, because he never did that when I knew him. 
 
One of his weaknesses is that in any group he will pick one person to attack, one person that he doesn't 
like, like Ngendane. If there are three people, he'll join with one against the third. If there are five people, 
he'll get three with him against the other one. In the National Executive he picked out Nyaose as the one 
he didn't like. 
 
WHY IS HE LIKE THAT? 
 
PK by nature is "an oppositionist." He's always got to be in opposition to something. He'd never be a good 
member of a government. 
 
PK was expelled various times from the ANC because of being this way. I myself didn't want to be 
expelled. Although I was known as an Africanist. I was merely regarded as someone on the "right wing" 
of the ANC. 
 
In the PAC, I drafted many of the letters that went out over PK's name. 
 
DID YOU ALSO WRITE THE PIECES THAT APPEARED IN THE AFRICANIST OVER HIS 
NAME? 
 
I don't recall ever doing this. He wrote those pieces himself. There was only once I can recall when I got 
angry at him for overstepping without consulting me. He put something in The Africanist about how A. 
K. Harden had written to denounce a certain South African “half caste” named Michael Hommel who had 
been exposed in Ghana as a spy. PK put this into The Africanist without showing me first, and I had to 
take him to task for using the term "half caste." Since we were supposedly accepting coloureds as 
Africans, naturally we couldn't use such derogatory terms to refer to them. 
 
PK and I always worked very well together. But another one of his weaknesses was that he could never be 
trusted to keep a secret. The others always tried to hide things from him for the sake of secrecy. 
 
Nana was a backroom boy, not a good platform man. He did a good job of organizing in Cape Town, 
organizing the Task Forces there, one for each area of the townships. These boys did the distribution of 
leaflets and jobs like that. 
 



Nyaose was not a politician; he was just a "hard working trade unionist." Philosophically, he wasn't part 
of our Africanist movement, but his union—the Bakers—had opposed communist leadership. We 
nationalists had virtually written off trade unions. Their administration was so weak, and they were so 
easily dominated by communists. African unions were mere puppets. There were only a few exceptions—
Nyaose's Bakers Union, which was very well run and had actually negotiated and won concessions from 
employers, like a real union; and Lucy Mvubelo's Women's Garment Workers Union. Not the men's 
Garment Workers—they were communist-led. Only the women were strong and independent, African-
led. 
 
IS IT TRUE THAT NYAOSE OPPOSED THE LAUNCHING OF THE CAMPAIGN? 
 
No, this isn't true. In fact he even exaggerated to me the strength of his own supporters, their numbers. He 
wouldn't have done this if he opposed the launching. [Peter] Molotsi was a "hard worker," not lazy, but he 
had a tendency to want to discuss things at great length on an academic plane. In abstractions. He had a 
very sharp tongue, both he and ZB [Molete]. Both were good "platform men." Mahomo wasn't such a 
good platform man, but whenever he came up from Cape Town he always brought some good ideas, like 
the idea of the task forces. That was Nana's idea. It was our way of using the "tsotsi element." The best 
brains in the NWC [national working committee] were Rocks [Peter Raboroko], ZB and Molotsi. They 
were the idea-men, the "original" thinkers. Rocks had the weakness of not being able to resist the bottle, 
but he is a "brilliant" man. ZB is also highly intelligent, but "a little lazy." 
 
HOW IMPORTANT WERE THE EXECUTIVE MEMBERS WHO LIVED OUTSIDE THE 
TRANSVAAL? 
 
These men were quite far removed from the action. We sent them reports and copies of statements, but 
naturally they were quite cut off. I knew them less well. We only met together once. We had agreed  that 
we would meet at least once a year, but in the end we were only able to meet once. Morley Nkosi "never 
took politics seriously," even in South Africa. He was working for some company then. He was supposed 
to launch and we were very angry when he didn't. He became enemies with Ellen Molapo when they were 
trying to operate after the emergency. If Nkosi wants to be helpful now, he should look around and not 
wait. Ngendane and [Zeph] Mothopeng are in need of help—they have no prospects of employment. 
[John Nyati] Pokela is doing 30 years on Robben Island, and his family needs help.  
 
Ellen Molapo convinced us that women were capable of understanding our philosophy. Lucy Mvubelo 
also convinced us; she was a strong figure. She and her union sided with the ICFTU [International 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions] against the other trade union federation in Africa—the leftist one. 
But in general we knew that women were more conservative politically than men. 
 
AFTER THE BREAKAWAY, DID TAMBO OR OTHERS TRY TO BRING ABOUT A 
RECONCILIATION? 
 
Yes, there was some effort, but not much. 
 
DO YOU THINK THE COMMON MAN IN THE STREET UNDERSTOOD YOUR EXPLANATION 
OF NONRACIALISM? 
 
(Answer vague here, but I think the gist was "no.") There was nothing one could say that could really cut 
through the fact that most people were simply anti-white. I wrote somewhere that our people don’t hate 
the sjambok; naturally they hate the man who wields it, because he is an oppressor. 
 



This summed up how most people feel. But I always pointed out whenever I got the chance that when 
foreign white teams came to play against South Africa, we always rooted for them. Therefore we couldn't 
say that we were against all whites everywhere as such, only whites in South Africa. It wasn't really a 
question of skin color; it was a question of who is the oppressor. 
 
The strength of anti-white sentiment was a major factor in our calculations. We knew that the vast 
majority of Africans are simply anti-white; the tsotsis and right on up, everyone. Whenever the press 
called us anti-white, we felt this was to our advantage. 
 
YOU WERE ACTUALLY GLAD? 
 
Yes (laughter). This was our surest way of getting the people with us. I didn't say such things openly, of 
course. That was PK's role, to play to these sentiments. He had no hesitation about doing it. 
 
Another weakness of PK is that as soon as he sees his name in the paper, he tends to get carried away, and 
to do something else to get his name back in the paper again. 
 
All the papers were hostile except The World. Even Benjie [Pogrund at the Rand Daily Mail] sometimes 
printed things against us. 
 
Intellectually, I didn't believe in drawing the conflict along strict color lines. We were opposing a racially 
exclusive policy, and I realized the contradiction of preaching the same line ourselves. But we were not 
the oppressors. I actually believed in seeing it more from a Marxist point of view. In terms of the material 
interests that were at stake. I couldn't sell this fully to my colleagues. People from Natal were especially 
adamant about any matter concerning Indians. But I was conscious of the fact that we had to come up 
with a way of expressing our position that would be acceptable to varying types of people. We worked 
very hard to do this. 
 
WERE YOU INFLUENCED BY THE VIEWS OF POGRUND AND DUNCAN? 
 
Yes, I was. But I also knew that ordinary Africans, the people in the streets, the people who attended our 
conferences, were motivated plainly and simply by "naked anti-white feeling." "All of our people are anti-
white, anti-Indian, even anti-coloured. Our people are anti-everything." Our people hate the whites, and 
there is no point in denying it. We had to attract these people to us; of course we had to take their 
sentiments into account. I couldn't say this kind of thing publicly, of course. 
 
DID PAC EVER CONSIDER TRYING TO ALLY WITH ANY OF THE SEPARATIST CHURCHES? 
 
We did think of them as our allies, definitely. We saw them as recruiting grounds for us. 
 
HOW? 
 
We approached the leaders. But they were always hostile to people who were still members of non-
separatist churches. Occasionally we would get opportunities to address congregations. PK addressed a 
few congregations (of the AME?) Bishop Dimba was with us, and so was Rev. [Nimrod] Tantsi, though I 
don't know if he ever actually became a PAC member. The feeling in these churches was very anti-white; 
it was the whole basis of their existence. 
 
(We laughed over the story of the conference where some Basotho "Russians" [gang members] were told 
by ANC leaders to rough up the Africanists, then someone slipped them the word that the Africanists 
were the ones who wanted to "drive the white man into the sea," and they refused to attack.) 



 
TO WHICH GROUPS IN THE AFRICAN POPULATION DID YOU EXPECT PAC TO HAVE THE 
MOST APPEAL? 
 
"Students and intellectuals." But actually we didn't think in terms of appealing to particular groups. We 
felt our appeal was to everyone. And we didn't believe that there was a true African middle class, or true 
classes at all among Africans. All Africans have to carry passes, live together in the townships, and so on, 
and this puts them on the same level. 
 
DID PAC PARTICULARLY ATTRACT TSOTSIS? 
 
Yes, this was true. They are the most bitterly anti-white element, anti-everything, especially in 
Johannesburg. In Johannesburg you do have classes in a way, and many Africans are quite "bourgeois," 
materialistic. The tsotsis aren't, and there is friction between them and the bourgeois element. We 
recruited entire gangs by getting together with their leaders and persuading them to work for us instead of 
fighting each other. They were some of our strongest supporters in the Transvaal. 
 
Anyone in the PAC leadership could walk through the townships at midnight, and no tsotsi would lift a 
finger against him. Ngendane once nearly got himself in trouble, though, because he was such a sharp 
dresser. One night some tsotsis stopped him and roughed him up a little. They didn't beat him up, they 
just warned him that Sobukwe had said that the high were going to be made low and vice versa. They 
didn't say this in words; they gestured with their hands, showing that high was going to be low (laughter). 
Their concept of politics wasn't very sophisticated, but they had grasped basically what we stood for. 
 
Of course, we wanted to appeal to workers, but every African is a worker, more or less. We couldn't hope 
to use trade unions to any great extent, because they have never been strong. We hoped to appeal to 
workers directly, as individuals rather than union members. 
 
PE [Port Elizabeth] was always a stronger trade union center than the Reef. 
 
HOW STRONG WAS FOFATUSA [Federation of Free African Trade Unions of SA]? 
 
It was in the same position as PAC—very new. The Bakers and the Women's Garment Workers were the 
strongest. We didn't use Fofatusa directly; we didn't address its meetings, for example. We just knew that 
the members would join as individuals. Whenever we spoke to Fofatusa union officials, we realized that 
their main concern was benefits—of a trade union type—for workers, though they saw the importance of 
politics. 
 
WHY DID YOU ASSERT THE SLOGAN OF "INDEPENDENCE IN 1963"? 
 
(laughter) This rightly could be called "propaganda." Of course none of us believed this was really 
possible. This was simply an effort to hold out to people the prospect, the hope, of a reward for their 
efforts. We wanted people to have a goal, something they would achieve if they followed us. We figured 
that by the time 1963 actually came, we would by then have achieved enough that the people would be 
completely with us. The ANC would be eliminated altogether. We wanted to just do in the ANC 
completely, by the sheer force of our numbers. They would be swept off the map by us. We would start 
by trying to convert their members to our side, but eventually we would be enrolling completely new 
people, more members than they had ever had, because we would attract people who had been 
"uncommitted." The slogan was simply propaganda. 
 



DO YOU THINK MOST PEOPLE—e.g. THE TSOTSIS—GRASPED THE IDEA OF PAN-
AFRICANISM? OF A UNITED STATES OF AFRICA? WAS THIS ALL PROPAGANDA, OR DID 
YOU BELIEVE  IN IT? 
 
Oh yes, we sincerely believe(d) in this. And even schoolboys—and many tsotsis were schoolboys—
understood perfectly well the idea that Africa was one. This wasn't beyond them, and it was very 
appealing. 
 
IS IT TRUE THAT YOU FELT ANYTHING NKRUMAH SAID WAS "THE GOSPEL"? 
 
Yes, in a way we did. Nkrumah was tremendously important to us. He was the first leader of an African 
state, a modern African state. Just at this time you had [Roy] Welensky attacking [Hastings Kamuzu] 
Banda, saying he couldn't even run a municipal office. We were always being reminded that Ethiopia and 
Liberia were the least developed countries in Africa, because Africans were incapable of doing anything 
for themselves without European guidance. There was a constant degradation of our people in this way, 
and naturally we in South Africa were affected psychologically by this. 
 
Then Nkrumah came and showed that Africans could run a "modern" state, not like Ethiopia or Liberia. 
Anything Nkrumah said naturally seemed like the ultimate wisdom. Our real gospel actually was George 
Padmore's book, Pan-Africanism or Communism? We got this when it first came out—I don't recall just 
when. A few copies (or one?) was passed around until it was dog-eared. It was "compulsory reading" for 
the Africanists. No other book was comparable in influence. 
 
At that stage we knew that we couldn't count on other African countries for material aid. We knew they 
were weak, that they couldn't give military help. But we looked to them for inspiration. 
 
WHAT WAS THE ORIGIN OF PAC'S CONNECTION WITH THE BCP [Basutoland Congress Party]? 
 
It was my friendship with Mokhehle, dating back to when we were together at Fort Hare. He began the 
BCP along the lines of the original Youth League. I was invited to speak at their opening conference in 
1957, and again in 1958. 
 
WAS THERE ANYTHING IN THE CLAIM MADE BY SOME THAT ANC WAS MORE AN NGUNI 
PARTY AND THAT PAC SPOKE MORE FOR THE SOTHOS, OR ATTRACTED THE SOTHOS  
MORE? 
 
No, this isn't true. How would one explain the allegiance of Cape Town to PAC? There were many non-
Nguni leaders in the ANC—Moses Kotane, J. B. Marks, Elias Moretsele weren't Ngunis. 
 
LEBALLO TOLD ME THAT ONE REASON SHARPEVILLE WAS SO MILITANT WAS BECAUSE 
IT WAS NEARLY ALL SOTHO AND HE COULD SPEAK TO THEM IN THE VERNACULAR AND 
THEY LOOKED TO HIM AS ONE OF THEM. 
 
That may be true, but one couldn't generalize. It would even be difficult to say to which group I myself 
belong. My father's father was a southern Sotho who moved from Basutoland into the Transkei. My 
mother was a Xhosa. My wife—I found out after marrying her—is a Zulu. My children have schooled in 
Lesotho and they speak Sotho best. 
 
Tribalism is our "enemy number one." 
 



We had no regard for this factor when we chose our National Executive or our leadership at any level. 
Oddly enough, intellectuals in South Africa tend to make more of the tribal issue than do ordinary 
Africans. An ordinary man accepts anyone as his equal and doesn't care where he comes from. 
Intellectuals look for ways to use the tribal factor to their own advantage. They play it up. And of course 
the government wants to play it up too, to manipulate tribal feelings for their own ends. People are 
susceptible to this, unfortunately. But ordinary people will always accept a leader and judge him by his 
ideas, not his tribe. Take the example of an outsider like Clements Kadalie. 
 
It is also worth noting that quarrels are often most bitter, not between Nguni and Sotho, but between 
peoples who are most closely related—the Zulu and the Xhosa, the Sotho and the Tswana. 
 
Whatever one may say about Nkrumah, one must give him credit on this question. Nkrumah wiped out 
tribalism in Ghana, consciously and thoroughly. (We agreed that Kenyatta seems to have missed his 
opportunity to do the same for Kenya.) 
 
I remember at the 1949 Bloemfontein conference that everyone spoke in his own language and there were 
no interpreters. But Xuma always used English. He refused to use Xhosa or to be identified in any way 
with one ethnic group. Intermarriage between tribes has always been the ideal for nationalists. 
 
If the PAC had come to power, we would have eliminated this problem of languages. English would be 
made the national language because it is most widely understood in Africa. 
 
HOW WAS IT DECIDED THAT MOLOTSI AND MAHOMO WOULD LEAVE ON THE EVE OF 
THE LAUNCHING? 
 
I decided this; it was my idea. No one opposed it that I can recall. If PK later claimed that he opposed it, 
he was probably just looking for ways to discredit them. 
 
WHEN YOU WERE IN JAIL. COULD YOU COMMUNICATE WITH THE OUTSIDE AT ALL? 
 
At first I could, but I never felt assured that my orders would get to the right people. 
 
WHAT WAS YOUR REACTION WHEN YOU HEARD ABOUT POQO? 
 
This thing was "undisciplined." No movement can succeed without discipline. I could see that once the 
leaders were in jail, things had gotten out of control. There was no way of guiding this (Poqo) thing; it 
was the "tsotsi element" taking over. I don't think Leballo should have made the statement that PAC and 
Poqo were the same, because they weren't, really. Poqo had about the same relation to PAC that Mau Mau 
had to KANU. They weren't the same thing. I had always known that we had people who believed in 
blowing up things, in sabotage. When we were organizing for the campaign, people came to me and asked 
for permission to derail trains and things like that. I told them no, that we could probably succeed without 
that. But I did think that at some later stage of the campaign we might have to do this, to hit at the 
economy by derailing trains that carried workers into Johannesburg, for example. But I myself took no 
part in this, I thought I could leave it to those people (who knew how to do it.) We never considered 
blowing up pylons. We didn't think there was any point in hitting any targets except the government 
itself—transport, perhaps "municipal buildings." We didn't believe in taking anyone's life. 
 
 
 
Further notes on interview with Robert Sobukwe, August 8-9, 1970 
 



Sobukwe is a rather ordinary looking man, about 5'10", slightly stooped in his walk, energetic and jaunty. 
He chain smoked through both our conversations. He has a warm laugh, a ready smile, a pleasant voice 
and eyes that light up—very small eyes with no lashes or brows. His speech is completely fluent; he 
rarely searches for words. Like A. P. Mda, he has a wide command of English idiom (Nana and PK 
"didn't hit it off"). His speech is sometimes colorful but usually straightforward, with no trace of 
Africanized English usages ("we got down there" etc.) 
 
He used the word "academic" several times to describe his own approach to analyzing problems. Has he 
perhaps picked up some things from his studies in prison that he now applies to things with hindsight? 
There was no point asking in the interview when it was clear that something was being given an ex post 
facto interpretation. 
 
Talking about the tsotsis, he made a revealing statement to the effect that he never ever had doubted his 
own ability to convince any African of the rightness of his point of view. All he needed was a chance to 
talk to a person, e.g. any tsotsi. In effect he was saying he had such complete confidence in his own 
principles that he felt they were self-evident to anyone who would stop to give them consideration. This 
came up in the context of how he might have fared in the U.S. had his application for an exit permit been 
successful. He was saying that, in effect, he was confident of being able to win anyone's respect. Without 
being at all immodest he was saying "I know I am highly respected." He noted that the police in 
Kimberley "respected him" and that he was "respectful toward them." 
 
He never expressed the sentiment "my life's work may be finished, but I've done what I could," nor did he 
say anything to the effect that the struggle still goes on and I'm part of it still. He made no summary 
statements about his own life as it stands at this point. 
 
The second day we were parked near a path off the main road and two teenage boys passed, carrying 
sticks, wearing blankets, their faces painted white. He didn't know what tribe they were, but he said he 
remembered going through the same initiation process, with his face painted white. He remarked they had 
been in this condition for some time because their hair had already grown out from being shaved. 
 
The novel he is writing is not at all political. It draws characters from his childhood in Graaff-Reinet. The 
people in it are partly urban, not really still tribal; they are confused about their lives. The book has no 
moral. If it has any point, it is summarized by a saying in Xhosa that you must "sleep on your wounds." If 
you are hurting, never let anyone see it. 
 
The University of Wisconsin has offered to send him linguistics books. He is going to write and ask if 
there is any way he can do the degree and be examined by an external examiner appointed by them. He is 
especially impressed by the letters from Prof. Miracle. Harries has also corresponded with him. He was 
amazed that Roosevelt U. was prepared to pay him $2000 just to lecture once a week. He didn't know that 
Roosevelt was a black school. 
 
He thinks the police are leaving him alone more since the decision on the exit permit. He said if he ever 
left "it would be by the front door," though it would be easy enough to escape from Kimberley since it's 
so near the border. (Pogrund thinks the police are actually watching to see if he'll run and that's why he 
isn't aware of being closely watched—in fact he surely is being watched. Our first day we were followed 
short distances by 2 traffic police cars, and I was questioned by a plain clothesman at my hotel). 
 
A white friend in Kimberley took him a few days before to the nearby white resort of Riverton. Sobukwe 
went in as the "boy". But that's risky since he is easily recognized. At least every African in Kimberley 
recognizes him. 
 



Veronica (his wife) has taken the denial of the exit permit very hard. She has even been sick, which he 
thinks is psychological. She was so excited about the chance of going that she knew the average 
temperature in Wisconsin was something like 50 degrees. Sobukwe said he never expected to get the 
permit. 
 
The two oldest children are in a boarding school in Lesotho in Form I (St. Agnes?) They have a Peace 
Corps woman teacher there in English. The twins are in Std 5 and 6, and they live with friends in Lesotho. 
They have lived with them for a long time. It is good that in Lesotho there is at least some contact with 
the outside world and a strong emphasis on learning English from native speakers. 
 
Veronica had a job for about a month in Kimberley as a nurse. But our names were still so much in the 
papers that she was singled out there for different treatment and she didn't like it. The matron wouldn't 
give her any direct orders; she would give the orders through another person, right in her presence. 
Pogrund and Raymond Tucker are going to take the permit case to court, and argue that either the 
government must grant the permit or pay him a sum of money equivalent to what he would have been 
paid at Wisconsin and Roosevelt. 


